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About This Game

Momodora III is a classic action platform game with a variety of items and secrets.
It's the third installment of the Momodora series, although playing the previous titles is not necessary to enjoy the game!

The game takes a departure from the style of Momodora II and focuses more on linear level design, similar to the first title in
the series.

It follows a simple story revolving around sudden weird apparitions at the village of KoHo.
The people of the village send two priestesses, Momo and Dora, to investigate the matter.

Features:
-6 regular stages, plus one secret stage!

-Items that allow you to customize your way of playing
-Difficulty selection

-Several secrets, and more!!
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A good idea, but executed in a way that is more about padding out as much as possible to give you the illusion of the game being
longer than it actually is.

Throw in poorly created bossfights that are more about being able to follow them as they fly around,(prolonging the game even
more) than being fights where you have to figure out how to defeat them and find their weak spots or fatiqued state.

I started out being interested in this game and caught up by the story, but it falls short in the end, making you feel unsatisfied
both story-wise, but also game-wise. Very nicely done route. Traffic is a bit light, but otherwise lots of details (so it's a tough
challenge for your PC). I have no idea of its accuracy to real life, but it feels and looks good, with plenty to see - nice buildings,
space to get speed between stops, and the trees and foliage trackside are some of the most convincing of any of the routes.
Looks like they took their toe on this one. Quite an achievement for a 2014 product. A must-have of the German routes, and a
good pricepoint too (compared to other routes).. I really enjoy playing this game with my friends, sometimes its intense and very
fun. Only thing i think this game needs is more maps, or map editor where other players can make their own maps and play
them with their friends .. buggy buggy buggy, :) the last acheavement is a lie 98% is all it has. Please ignore any of the feedback
telling you the game is to hard, this could be corrected by adding difficulty settings. This game will probably include these in a
later update. As an early access this game a very strong release, it is a real strategic challenge, The core concept of the game is
outstanding, I'm a train goof and Ive wanted something like this for ages, I'm so glad you done this properly! Please Please
Please add more train selection. The game is enjoyable to learn, fun to play, and the tech trees are well thought out, the maps are
decent and the cities varying needs keep the game interesting.

Things i hope change: The UI could be improved with a few animated gears (its a little boring). The game play needs to be much
less linear (more contract selection). There are also a few game breaking bugs to fix (like the monthly tax coming out daily).
Also the days are far to short. would also be nice to see a day and night cycle.. If you loved Moonbase Commander like I did,
then this is a required purchase. Someone has to keep the lineage of the Hierarchical RTS genre alive and I will support anyone
who does it right! It may not be Moonbase Commander proper but it's the best we'll get for years.. Trigger Runners was at first
an okay game but it went a bit downhill. But its story time.

You play as a young man who\u2019s live is saved by a fairy who asks you to stop an evil tyrant from consuming the world's
resources.

Now this game has some pretty cool things in it. Like bosses were nice looking. Music was nice and art style was cute and I
liked the cutscenes.

But what made this bad was well.

One: Was the Platforming at first it was not too bad, but when you get to the level with the fight with the evil fairy, the
Platforming get to her can be such a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Two: It can get a bit repetitive, like with the enemies Most don't do anything besides flying towards the left-hand side witch you
can doge easily.

Three: The story could have used some work, like add some speech bubbles or a few more cutscenes.
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So with that all out of the way, really this game is so-so and I can\u2019t really recommend it. But if this game was remade I
think would be better as a Metroidvania game but that\u2019s just.
. This game isn't what I expected. It's not fun. It's boring. The VR experience of CATAN VR is very dull and I thought it would
let me pick up the catan game pieces Virtually, but it fails in that aspect. It's just a "POINT and CLICK" game but in a VR
looking world. Did not enjoy. And I encountered a lot of old men who kept trying to talk with me and get personal information
out of me. So not cool. I would rather play CATAN on my phone or the web browser version for the "POINT and CLICK"
features. Do not buy this game.
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OK... so this game is dead in the water. The last devloper called it.

That being said: What is here is fun, looks pretty good and is more than worth a dollar to get. Do not buy this if you want a
complete game, do not buy this if you want polish. Buy this if you want a fun, short diversion, if you want a bit of inspiration
for your own game, or if you are just curious. a dollar isn't much to ask, and if you get a few hours out of it, it will be well
spent.. A small puzzle game with some interesting ideas. The flow feels a little strange, as you'll be hit with what feels like a
tutorial for a couple levels, get a few stages where those new rules are challenged a bit, and then repeat until the game is over. I
feel like the creator(s) of the game have a lot of potential behind them, and I may just recommend this game in hopes of seeing
what could be done with more resources.

6.5/10 was mildly puzzled. Maaaan you really had me in a roguelike mood but the bugs and the grinding chipped away at my
patience. Here you beat a boss, now do 10-15 more runs before you can even see the door to the next one. No thanks.

Points for making an enemy out of that balancing plastic eagle I had as a kid.. Like everyone else seems to be saying the game
should have been amazing and it had the potential to be, but the major problem is that it feels like you need to have max stats in
most categories, especially the physical ones, you can be a medium demon summoner level 2 wizard and a necromancer with
high stats in all intellectual fields and it changes nothing at all between any other normal mage or druid, plus humanity drops
insanley fast so if you lose 2-3 checks you lose the game. The beggining feels rushed, and the demon part could be great if it
didn't feel so forced. So maybe I'm just missing something but at least for now this is my review of the game.. I love this style of
game, and this is the best in the genre. Works perfectly, no bugs, very fun and challenging. The music was great too. I just beat
the game by getting all 3 stars on all levels and bonus levels, so now I need to find a new strategy time game.. I'm a fan.
The game is more than the sum of its parts.
It got my brain going about math stuff.
The mechanics are simple enough that you can play almost in a trance, so when a audio\/visual\/gameplay twist pops up once
every 20 or 30 levels it feels surprising and interesting and fresh. I guess what I'm saying is that it is a game with rhythm, that
then subverts your expectations when the rhythm changes.

V1.071 Update:
This update has some attempts to fix a slow down problem experienced by some players when using a game pad.

- Updated to latest version of SteamWorks
- Updated to latest version of SDL2 (2.0.9)
- Tweaked game pad processing system

also

- Added PlayStation game pad icons if you're using a PS4 controller

Please report back if you find anything odd happening with the new build. Updating low level libraries can sometimes have
unforeseen issues.

Other than that, I'm in the middle of adding ship mission (hence the stars). They should be functional soon.

Cheers,
Steve

. When procedural bosses go bad!:
Mwhwwmmmww - Aghrhhhhaaghh, when procedural bosses go bad! Help!
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. Dev Blog #10 - EMP Virus & Auto Turrets!:
Checkout 2 new weapon perks; EMP Virus & Crusader Auto Turrets!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pli7xyX9DFI. V1.026:
- Removed 20 min limit when finding music
- Other bug fixes / tweaks. V1.040:
- 4 new ships are now officially out!
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- Updated translations. V1.051:
- Fix for full screen resolution problems.

The game should no longer allow a window that's bigger than the monitor.

Note: If you have a res problem, just press 'Escape' on the start screen and it will be set back to its default.. Hyper Flight Beat
Hazard 2 V1.100 Update:
The one hundredth update! Thank you if you've been here since the beginning, and welcome to all new players also!

This build has a boss update:
- New boss components
- New boss colours

- Attempted fix for email notification screen.

Cheers,
Steve. V1.048:
- Fixes for searching for music when using full screen
- Fixes for win10 and full screen modes
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